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Dust Deputy Cyclones




Tired of paying for expensive vacuum filters and dust bags? Our patented Dust Deputy® cyclone separator removes over 99% of dust and debris from the incoming airstream, eliminating filter clogging and suction loss!
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Dust Collection Systems




For over two decades Oneida Air Systems has been renowned as the industry leader in dust collection - never compromising on performance or filtration - to ensure the safest and healthiest work environment for shop owners.
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Dust Collection Ductwork




Engineered for performance and durability using heavy-gauge steel, our round, sheet metal ducting is built to withstand the high air pressures and constant abrasion created in dust collection and other material handling applications.
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Flexible Hose




Whether you're a hobbyist craftsmen, a commercial shop owner, or a contractor on the go, we offer high-efficiency and high-durability hoses for any dust collection application.
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Dust-Free Contractor Tools




Designed with performance and portability in mind, our patented dust control tools and systems significantly reduce downtime while creating a safe and healthy work environment.
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Browse our extensive video library for help choosing the best dust collection products for your shop.
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Find helpful and informative articles concerning best practices for dust collection, health and safety, and air filtration.
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 Patented Product

 1.5hp Mini-Gorilla Portable 22. Gal HEPA-GFM Cyclone Dust Collector

 Only %1 left
  
 
    As low as $1,799.00 





  
  

   Qty 

 Add to Cart 


 
    
 Email 
  Add to Wish List  Add to Compare 
 


  	Industrial U.S. made fan motor provides ample CFM for any single tool with a 4"-6" dust port.
	Available in 120V / 16A and 220V / 8A models for your choice of optimal power consumption (NEMA 5-20 or NEMA 6-20 plug respectively). 
	High efficiency cyclone separator (removes over 99% of fine wood dust) with smooth, compound molded surface.
	Rated as one of the Top Tools by Fine Woodworking Magazine.
	22-gallon mobile, drop-down, dust bin with automatic bag holder and fill level viewing window.
	HEPA-grade media filter with non-stick membrane and vacuum hose port for easy cleaning.
	Highly mobile and compact footprint ideal for smaller workshops with limited space.



  	Buy from Amazon
	Buy from Woodcraft
	Commercial Financing
	International Resellers
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      Overview 
 

Portable, Powerful, & Perfectly Designed


The Mini-Gorilla® Cyclone Dust Collector is one of Oneida Air Systems' best designed products to date! Designed specifically for smaller workshops where the collector is moved from tool to tool, our Mini-Gorilla combines the quality and performance of a commercial system with the features and convenience of personal home units. Built to last a lifetime using industrial-grade materials, this portable system comes packed with new innovative features that have already earned it recognition as one of the best portable units on the market.




Dust collectors can be messy to empty and clean, but this one makes the job neat and fast … I have tested a lot of dust collectors and I really like this one. With all of its features, it leaves nothing to be desired.



Bill Peck, Shop Manager, Fine Woodworking Magazine


Winter Tool Guide




Recommended for tools with 4" to 6" dust collection ports, including lathes, jointers, shapers, planers, table saws, router tables, disc sanders, drum sanders, belt sanders, and more! Browse our selection of dust hoods to maximize your performance with open air tools such as lathes and sanders.


Innovative Benefits & Features

	1.5HP 120V / 220V Industrial U.S. Made Fan Blower Motor
	Integrated High-Efficiency Cyclone Separator with 5" Neutral Vane Inlet 
	HEPA-Grade Filter Media with Easy-Clean Vacuum Port
	Compact, Steel Mobility Stand with Locking, Non-Marking Casters 
	22-Gallon Drop-Down Mobile Dust Bin w/ Fill-Level Window
	Automatic Liner Bag Holder System (2 Free Bags Included) 
	1 Year Limited Warranty
	cETLus Certified and NFPA Compliance Ready








[image: Mini-Gorilla Dust Collector Fan Performance Curve]

Our CFM ratings reflect real-world airflow performance data. Learn More




Continuously High Airflow Performance


Your dust collector should perform at peak efficiency at all times to ensure the health, safety, and quality of your work. That's why Oneida Air uses only the highest quality motors with our dust collection systems. Far superior to the cheap, foreign imported motors used by other manufacturers, our industrial-grade motors are built to last a lifetime.




Motor Features



	High-efficiency U.S. motor custom-tooled for Oneida Air Systems
	Delivers up to 600 Actual CFM - ample airflow for any single woodworking tool
	Industrial-grade brushless motor designed for continuous duty
	Low pitch noise level provides ideal operator comfort
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High-Efficiency Cyclone Separator


One of the 4 Tenets of Good Dust Collection is using a cyclone to remove waste from the incoming air. Once you've experienced the benefits of cyclonic separation, there's no turning back!




Cyclone Features



	Separates up to 99% of bulk debris and fine dusts from the airstream, containing it safely in the dust bin
	Significantly extends the lifespan of the filter and reduces time needed for filter cleaning
	Uniquely tall cyclone design maximizes particle separation performance
	Neutral-vane inlet and integrated air ramp minimizes inbound air turbulence
	Ideal for direct flex hose connections to tools
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High Quality & Serviceable Filtration


The Mini-Gorilla system uses HEPA-Grade Filter Media specifically designed for dust collection applications - providing unbeatable airflow and filtration performance. Read more about our HEPA-GFM Advantage




Filter Features



	HEPA-Grade Filter Media with an E12 minimum efficiency rating
	3rd party tested and verified by an accredited independent lab
	Requires zero pre-loading; works at peak efficiency right out of the box and after every cleaning
	Wide-spaced pleating and non-stick PTFE membrane coating facilitates quick and easy maintenance
	Vacuum hose port lets you clean fine dusts released from the filter without disassembling the system
	Durable fiber construction and wire cage reinforcement maximizes longevity
	Equipped with patented Flame Guard™ arrestor to satisfy future planned fire safety codes
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Lightweight, Compact, and Highly Mobile Design


We've optimized this system for smaller workspaces where the dust collector from tool to tool so we've molded the cyclone, fan housing, filter plenum, and the drum from an industrial static dissipative resin.




Mobility Features



	30% lighter than the nearest competitor system - only 85 lbs.
	Small footprint and low height saves valuable space within the shop
	Mobile tripod stand provides maximum stability and easy access for movement
	Large 3" locking casters roll easily over obstacles and won't scuff your floors
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Easy-to-Handle Large Capacity Dust Container


The waste container of the Mini-Gorilla is a highly reinforced, lightweight, 22-gallon drum with non-marking casters. Easy to detach and empty, the Mini-Gorilla's drop-down dust bin lets you work with maximum efficiency.




Drum Features



	Large 22-Gallon capacity provides enough storage for hours of work
	Dust level viewing window lets you see when the drum is getting full
	Three quick-release latches lift the drum off the ground while system is in use for higher mobility
	Automatic bag holder lets you put disposal liner bags within the bin for quick and easy waste disposal
	Features three free swiveling caster wheels and easy-carry handles for dumping











  Specifications 
 More Information	SKU	XXPM
	Horsepower	1-1/2 hp
	Motor Type	U.S. TEFC Motor
	Motor Service Factor	1.15
	Voltage	110-120V, 220-240V
	Recommended Breaker Size	20A
	Amperage (Typical)	120V: 16A
220V: 8A
	Phase Option	Single-Phase (Pre-Wired)
	Frequency	60Hz
	Power Connector Type	Choose model to see specification
	Power Cord Length	20 feet
	Impeller Type	Single-piece, backward inclined, non-sparking/non-ferrous, composite resin.
	Impeller Size	13" Dia.
	Real CFM Rating	583 Actual CFM at 2" S.P.
	Maximum Suction	9" WC
	Noise Level	80.5 dBA @ 10 ft
	Motor Speed Type	Fixed
	Filter Type	HEPA Grade ePTFE Media
	Filtration Efficiency	E12 Minimum Efficiency Rating
	Total Filtration Area	40 sq ft
	Waste Capacity	22 Gallons
	Remote Control	Sold Separately
	Primary Build Materials	Static Dissipative Polyethylene
	Welding	N/A
	Static Resistance Rating	Static Dissipative
	Color	Black
	Inlet Size	5" OD
	Width	28"
	Depth	24.75"
	Height	64.25"
	Height to Center of Inlet	43"
	Contents	Blower Motor Assembly, Single-piece Fan Housing/Filter Plenum/Cyclone Separator, Stand, 3x Wheels, Drum, 3x Drum Casters, 2x Liner Bags, Viewing Window, FlameGuard Cartridge Filter w/ Clean Port, Hardware, Adapter Kit for 4" Hose
	Manufacturer	Oneida Air Systems
	Manufacturer Statement	Made in USA
	Warranty Information	1 Year Limited Warranty
	Certifications	NFPA Compliance Ready (See Reference Guide). 
 cETLus certified to both U.S. and Canadian product safety standards by an NRTL. 
 Conforms to UL-1017 and Can/CSA-C22.2 No. 243 standards.
	Proposition 65	WARNING: This product may expose you to chemicals, including Carbon Black (airborne, unbound particles of respirable size), which is known to the State of California to cause cancer or birth defects or reproductive harm.



  Documents 

  FAQ 
  How is the filter cleaned if it doesn't have the typical hand crank?
The use of hand cranks that "beat" the filter can damage the filter's pleating material overtime, so our systems are not built with such mechanisms. Click "Read More" to read about recommended filter cleaning techniques. 
 Read More
 


 Why does the Mini Gorilla use an unusual 20A plug and receptacle?
The Mini Gorilla was built to be as powerful as possible but still run on a 110V (115V) circuit. The system draws 16 Amps so it needs to be powered by a 20 Amp circuit. 20 Amp plugs and receptacles are mae to be "mistake proof" and have a different plug/receptacle orientation to ensure the device cannot be plugged into a more typical 15 Amp outlet. 
 Read More
 


 What do I need to know about NFPA regulations?
Fire protection regulations are a complex and ever-changing set of rules that differ from facility to facility. However, all of Oneida Air Systems' dust collector are NFPA Compliance Ready and we provide best practices and guidance for assisting customers - read our NFPA Reference Guide for more information.
 Read More
 


 If they have the same horsepower, what's the difference between the 110V and 220V models?

In general, the 220V model will have lower running amperage than the 110V, which can be an advantage for operators using multiple tools on the same breaker. There is no difference in airflow performance between different voltage variations of the system. You should purchase the unit that best matches the power requirements of your shop.
Please note that the NEMA plug type will differ between units. Refer to the Specifications tab for more information.

 


 How can I connect 4" Flex Hose directly to the inlet?
The Mini Gorilla is equipped with an Inlet Adapter Kit for 4" Hose. After installing this adapter it becomes very simple to attach and remove 4" diameter flex hose from the inlet. 
 


 Is this product compatible with Quick-Clamp Duct?
Yes but you will first need to install a Machine Adapter into the dust collector's inlet. These adapters are smaller on the raw end than traditional ducting so that they can slip into the ports on systems and tools i.e. a 5" Quick-Clamp Duct Machine Adapter will measure ~4.9" O.D. on the raw end.
 


 What dust can be collected with your collector?
Oneida Air Systems' dust collectors are designed and tested for wood and wood dust. They can and have been used effectively for various other debris, including drywall dust, paper dust, agricultural dust, and metal chips.
Please note that some common materials when cut, ground or processed by machinery may become highly toxic, flammable, or deflagrable and explosive. Customers must ensure that their particular use of a dust collection system is in accordance with national, state, local, NFPA, OSHA and all other applicable codes.
 


 What is a static dissipative material? 
This term refers to the range of conductivity that a material has. Static dissipative materials range from 106-1012 Ohms. More information about static resistance can be found here.
 


 Can this be used for wet applications as well?
No. This system is designed for use collecting dry materials only.
 


 How do I reattach the Mini-Gorilla bin? 
The best technique for reattaching the Mini-Gorilla bin is to hang the three clamps open in place so that the bin is suspended. While the drum is hanging, make sure the latches are centered on the three raised areas of the edge. Then, close one clamp at a time using your other hand directly across from the clamp to guide the bin into place.
 


 What are the dimensions for this product? 
General system dimensions are shown in the Specifications tab on each product page. More detailed information can be found in the product's Owner's Manual, located under the Documents tab. 
 


 Is it normal for my dust collector to run hot?
Yes. All motors generate heat, which is why it is essential to have proper ventilation around the motor for cooling.
 Read More
 


 Can this system be connected to a GFCI breaker?
<p>Yes. All of our dust collection systems can be used in conjunction with GFCI (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter) type breakers, as well as the older style of HACR (Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration) type breakers. </p>
<p>GFCI breakers help protect the user from electrical hazards and are commonly installed (and often required by building safety codes) in kitchens, bathrooms, and increasingly garages and basements - anywhere that water occurs. They are designed to shut off electric power in the event of a ground-fault within as little as 1/40th of a second.</p>
 


 How do I connect the Mini Gorilla to my tools?
The Mini-Gorilla's inlet measures as 5" on the outer diameter, making it ideal for accepting raw (uncrimped) ductwork fittings over the inlet such as reducers and quick-connects. Crimped ductwork will not usually fit into the inlet but can be done when necessary and secured in place with foil tape.Flex hose can also be pulled over the inlet but will generally be a tight fit. Heat (such as a hair dryer) can be gently applied to the molded inlet to make the resin more maleable and allow for easier hose fittings - exercise caution when heat-treating so as not to damage the system. OAS highly recommends our 5" Quick-Connect fitting (item #DQK050000) for making direct flex hose connections with the molded Mini Gorilla.
 


 How is the Mini Gorilla filter cleaned? I don't see the typical hand crank.

The use of hand cranks that "beat" the filter can damage the filter's pleating material overtime, so our systems are not built with such mechanisms.
The filter on the Mini Gorilla dust collector is easily cleaned by blowing compressed air from the outside of the filter. This knocks the dust off of the pleats (which are coated with a non-stick, PFTE membrane) and the resulting fine dusts falls to the bottom of the filter. At the bottom of the filter is a 2.5" port. Simply open that port and the dust waste can be emptied into a bucket or connected to a shop vacuum for easy disposal.
This can all be done without having to remove the filter from the system and helps maintain the filter's lifespan for years to come.

 Read More
 


 Is there a wall mount option?
No. We do not offer the Mini-Gorilla dust collector with a wall mounted option.
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  We found other products you might like!
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	    1.5hp Mini-Gorilla Portable 22. Gal HEPA-GFM Cyclone Dust Collector    As low as $1,799.00  
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Celebrating Three Decades of Dust Collection


For over thirty years, we've dedicated ourselves to manufacturing the best performing and highest quality dust collection systems for shops of all sizes. We fully guarantee our airflow performance and filtration specifications to provide our customers with a safe, practical, and healthy work environment.


From shop design through installation, Oneida Air Systems is with you every step of the way.




Subscribe & Save!

Signup for our newsletter today and get an immediate $5.00 coupon for your next dust collection order.

Newsletter
Sign Up for Our Newsletter: 

Subscribe




	


	


	


	


	












Need Assistance?


Do you have questions about our products or services? Our staff of dust collection experts is here to help!


Contact Us


	 (800) 732-4065 (Sales, Toll-Free)
	 (315) 476-5151 (Sales, Local)
	 (866) 387-8822 (Support)
	 Mon-Fri (8:30am - 5:00pm EST)
	 [email protected]
	 1001 West Fayette Street
Syracuse, NY 13204 U.S.A.
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